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OFF BY INDEL B TRAVEL
BOX TB31A PORTABLE

REFRIGERATOR 
        

   

Product price:  

530,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

OFF BY INDEL B TRAVEL BOX TB31A PORTABLE REFRIGERATOR 

Refrigerator OFF BY INDEL B TRAVEL BOX TB31A offers exceptional refrigeration thanks to the
new compressor, with a maximum capacity of 29 Lt.

OFF BY INDEL B TRAVEL BOX TB31A can hold an incredible amount of food and drinks, up to
29 Lt thanks to its comfortable and spacious interior design. The TB31A portable refrigerator
thanks to its performance and dual AC/DC power supply, allows the most varied applications,
from the car to the commercial vehicle, from the camper to the most extreme off-road vehicle.

OFF BY INDEL B TRAVEL BOX TB31A is designed to be installed even in the smallest spaces
and to be easily transported thanks to its low weight. The refrigerator is equipped with the new
compressor SECOP BD35F, compact and efficient that provides excellent refrigeration
performance even at high outside temperatures.

The OFF BY INDEL B TRAVEL BOX TB31A refrigerator thanks tonew compressor and ECO
function with three levels of protection gives this refrigerator excellent performance and very low
consumption.

TECHNICAL FEATURES OFF BY INDEL B TRAVEL BOX TB31A

Capacity 29 Lt
DC power supply: 12 / 24V
AC power supply: 115 / 230 V
Power: 45 Watt
Width: 350 mm
Depth: 585 mm
Height: 380 mm
Dry weight: 16 kg + 1.5kg packaging
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Looking for a product with different characteristics? Here you can find the full range OFF BY
INDEL B and other specialty brands.

Images and technical data are not binding and subject to change by the manufacturer

Refrigerator OFF BY INDEL B TRAVEL BOX TB31A Praesent ut convallis quam. Integer a metus
neque. Nullam eu diam lorem. Donec pretium est posuere tincidunt lobortis. Sed ornare est in
eros ultrices ullamcorper. Sed sed nibh sit amet est tincidunt lacinia Fridge

  

Product features:  

Power (W): 45
Length (mm): 350
Width (mm): 585
Height (mm): 380
Dry weight (Kg): 16
Feed Type: 12 / 24 V (DC) 115 / 230 V (AC)
Capacity of the refrigerator (L): 29
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